**A privileged region at the heart of Europe**

- World famous thanks to its Champagne and historical and artistic heritage
- A UNESCO World Heritage: Champagne Hillsides, Houses and Cellars
- A human-scale City, just 45 minutes train ride from Paris, and only 30 minutes from Roissy Charles de Gaulles Airport

**URCA offers:**
- A high Quality Welcome for international Students and Researchers
- Intercultural events throughout the year (Buddy System, welcome week, international speed meeting, International Students’ Day...)
- French language classes at the International Centre for French Studies (CEF)

---

**A wide range of vocational learning opportunities**

**Bachelor – Master – Doctorate Degrees:**
- Arts, Humanities, Languages
- Law, Economics, Management
- Human and Social Sciences
- Sciences, Technologies, Health

**National Diplomas of Medicine and Health:**
- Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Midwifery, Physiotherapy, PACES first year common to all health studies

**4 scientific hubs:**
- Agricultural sciences, Environment, Biotechnology and Bio-economics (AEBB)
- Digital and Engineering Sciences
- Health
- Human and Social Sciences

**And URCA is more too:**
- The Georges Chappaz Institute for Vine and Wine in Champagne, an uniting structure and a showcase for the research and training activities offered in the Vine and Wine sector in Champagne.
- The University Foundation, aiming to reinforce the university’s capacity for development.
- Entrepreneurship for students with the CREAT'VIL UNIV university incubator.
- Student services and associations work to create a dynamic Campus life.
- Etc.

---

Want to find out more about URCA?
- www.univ-reims.fr
- dir@univ-reims.fr
- Tel +33 (0) 3 26 91 89 97
- UniversiteReimsChampagneArdenne / URCA – International
- @universiteremis / @UrcaDIr
Welcome to the UNIVERSITY OF REIMS CHAMPAGNE ARDENNE (URCA)

URCA is a multidisciplinary university focused on excellence, and educates more than 25,000 students with courses which correspond to the needs of society and in all fields of expertise, with teaching backed up by internationally-renowned innovative research.

Choosing the University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne as a place to study therefore means not only opting for quality teaching backed up by innovative research but also wanting to be part of a university whose size contributes to the success of students, offering a working environment which is conducive to development and encouraging international mobility.

Its location over several sites make it a University where you feel at home. It is welcoming and dynamic and offers an environment which is ideal for studying, students life and research.

As a training and research university, it is developing a scientific project based around 4 main centres with excellent scientific expertise:

- An internationally-focused multidisciplinary agricultural science, environment, biotechnology and bioeconomy centre (AEBB) which looks at the agriculture of the future in a territory with a good agricultural and wine industry-based economy;
- A Health centre, championing scientific riches of excellence and rich and varied medical and paramedical training;
- A Digital and engineering sciences centre (SNI) focused on high-performance computing, industry 4.0, equipment and technological change;
- A Human and social sciences centre (SHS) with in particular the flourishing new focus on performing arts consolidated by the creation of a House of Human Sciences.

HIGH LEVEL, INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNISED RESEARCH

URCA is known and recognised for its innovative research, and has 30 certified research teams, 4 doctoral schools and several technological platforms. In partnership with the grandes écoles, the national research organisations, it develops high level and technological innovations or services through major scientific, projects, cutting-edge technological resources and partnerships with the socio-economic players (companies, foundations, associations, local authorities). In addition, it supports the emergence of new thematic areas to make the discoveries and inventions of tomorrow possible.

The University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne encourages its laboratories to develop international partnerships and facilitates the reception of guest researchers and the mobility of its researchers thanks to cooperation agreements with more than 57 countries around the world.

THE 4 DOCTORAL SCHOOLS

With coordination between the research policy and the training policy of the institution, the 4 doctoral schools at the University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne are at the heart of scientific application centres.

The ABIES doctoral school is thus placed at the heart of the internationally-focused multidisciplinary agricultural science, environment, biotechnology and bio-economy centre (AEBB) focused on the bio-economy, agriculture 4.0 and the wine industry 4.0.

The SFS [Fundamental Sciences and Health] doctoral school is at the heart of the Health scientific centre, championing scientific riches of excellence and rich and varied medical and paramedical training.

The SNI doctoral school is at the heart of the Digital and engineering Sciences centre focused on high-performance computing, industry 4.0, equipment and technological change.

The SHS doctoral school is at the heart of the Human and Social Sciences (SHS) brought together by a House of human sciences.

The SNI, SHS and SHS doctoral schools are supported by the University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne. The ABIES doctoral school is co-accredited by the University of Paris Saclay.

INTERNATIONAL FACTS & FIGURES

1,000 Foreign students (114 nationalities)
800 New international students each year
100 New incoming students on exchange programmes
250 Outgoing students on exchange programmes
100 International researchers welcomed by the EURAXESS service centre
179 Collaboration agreements with 359 partner institutions in 67 countries worldwide
16 Bilateral cooperation agreements
7 Joint Diplomas

KEY FIGURES

26 500 Students
150 Degrees
8 Training and Research Units
2 Engineering Schools
1 University Technology Institutes
4 Doctoral Schools
1 Georges Charpy Institute for wine and wine in Champagne region

*Statistics May 2019